Say What?

1. Half am leap rare
   Have family prayer

2. Bare testy mow knee

3. Ink clue doth heirs

4. Deuce um think nigh eyes

5. Hog yore moth their

6. Thee ink cap pea thaw its

7. Comb too den her

8. Loaf yore broth hearse send see stirs

9. Tall cub out thick awe spell

10. Beak hind too yore pear ants

11. Full feel yard who tees

12. List hint took hood muse ick

13. Fall oak hood ex ham pulls

14. Spinned I’m tall king ab out these crib shores

By Chad E. Phares

These words may not seem to make sense, but if you say them out loud you will hear things you can do to help make your home a happy one. Write the actual words below the nonsense words. The first one is done for you. Find the answers on page 48.

Run, Jump, Play!

Balloon BOUNCE

1. Have a parent help you blow up some balloons—a few more balloons than the number of people playing.

2. Spread a blanket on the ground and put the balloons on it.

3. Have everyone pick up a balloon and bounce it into the air.

4. Try to keep all the balloons in the air without catching them.

5. To make the game more challenging, try doing it without using your hands.
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